ARE YOU READY to tackle tax
compliance in a VUCA environment?
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Tax administrations are going digital full steam ahead and
require more granular information along with increasing frequency.
Are you ready for the next wave of VAT compliance in the digital era?

How to stay compliant
in end-to-end tax data process?
Numerous tax compliances have been launching with short
notice time frames and lack of standardization among countries.
Lots of room for error from master data, configuration and
transaction. Time consuming to address errors and carry out
reconciliation.
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Based on survey from EY, multinational companies with global
headquarters in countries with digital tax administration are less
31% confident in their monitoring of legal requirements. 73% plan
to increase tax headcount with people with data and tech
management skills. When considering the abilities of existing staff,
more than 60% of companies need more skills with tools their
company already licenses.
Source: EY, The intelligent tax function.
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/tax/tax-pdfs/ey-the-intelligent-tax-function-2020-glob
al-ttt-survey-highlights.pdf

It’s time to reimagine your
Business 2 Government team
Communications issues during tax compliance projects are common,
because tax compliance projects involve so many stakeholders. It’s
difficult for IT or SAP consultants to understand legal or tax terminology.
Vice versa, tax experts may not understand SAP language or technical
jargon. It’s a classic problem and leads to frequent misinterpretation,
especially when dealing with tax and regulatory information. That's why
"T-shaped’ skills are essential for compliance projects today.
Find a B2G partner who can bridge the gap between your key
stakeholders in tax management, create synergy between your IT and Tax
teams and ultimately, safeguard your reputation.
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Work with partner
who can bridge
your GAP
KEY BENEFITS

Auditor/
Lawyer

• ‘Flexible not fixed’ approach
• Combines benefits of outsourcing
and insourcing
• Reduce the burden of tax compliance
• Blended team with the right mix
of skills and experience
(SAP + Tax + Technology)
• Build ‘T-shaped skills’ - plug the
skills gaps between compliance
stakeholders
• Improve collaboration and create
synergies
• Cost effective
• Reduces Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO)
• Mitigate the risks of non-compliance
• Protect your reputation

PENALTIES and
REPUTATION RISK

PROACTIVE or REACTIVE approach.
CHOOSE your path.

